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In less than 20 minutes, Tang Jingjing came in Kang Hua's car. She sent

a message to Kang Hua. As a result, Kang Hua got up and asked her to pick

up Zhang Fan first. It was inconvenient for her to go, but Tang Jingjing

could represent her.

The patient's cousin saw that Zhang Fan was calm and relaxed. His arrogance

also disappeared a lot. The IQ of people who can get to the position of

section chief of a unit will not be much worse.

The Dean sat silently with them. Zhang Fan ignored him and his sick cousin

ignored him. After the door of the office was pushed open by Tang Jingjing,

she first looked at Zhang Fan and said, "are you okay. Are you hurt? "

"Sister Tang, I'm fine." Zhang Fan stood up and said to Tang Jingjing.

"Director Tang!" The patient's cousin and the Dean stood up awkwardly to

say hello to Tang Jingjing.

"I heard you were going to illegally detain Dr. Zhang, didn't you. The

leader already knows the situation. She asked me to ask you, is this a

party hospital, are you a party cadre, do you have any legal concept, and

what right do you have to detain others? " The tone was very strict and

didn't give any face.

The patient's cousin was worried, hurried forward a few steps, and then

said, "director Tang misunderstood. It's really a misunderstanding.

Listen to me."
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"No, I'm not a leader. I have no right to listen to you. Can I pick up

Dr. Zhang now? If there is a problem with the treatment, you can ask the

city hospital for consultation or call the police. "

"Yes! Yes, we really didn't illegally detain Dr. Zhang. It's just a little

misunderstanding. "

Zhang Fan stood up and said to the patient's cousin and the Dean, "I'm

still saying that after the operation is completed, the patient has passed

the dangerous period. If you have any questions, you can ask a third party

for identification. In addition, please give me the treatment fee. "

The last sentence of diagnosis and treatment fee is to the president of

the county hospital. This kind of consultation fee is nominally paid by

the hospital, but in fact, it is generally paid by family members.

"Wait a minute, director Zhang. Wait a minute. I'll go to the finance room

right away." The dean said at a loss that he had pulled the wrong person,

and his intestines regretted being green.

"Sister Tang, why don't we wait a minute? I'll take the consultation fee

first. I've been busy all night. I can't be busy in vain."

Zhang Fan said that the originally tense atmosphere relaxed a little, "that

is, we have to thank director Zhang. We made a mess in front of us." The

sick cousin said quickly.

"No, let the hospital send them to the county magistrate's office. The

leader is still waiting for you. " Tang Jingjing said expressionless. She

now represents Kang Hua. There is no need to give face to others.

Out of the hospital, Tang Jingjing got on Zhang Fan's car. After starting,

she immediately asked, "is the operation OK?"



"You can rest assured that there are no problems, and there are no problems

with examination, treatment and doctor's orders. And the patient has

passed the dangerous period. " Tang Jingjing can be the Secretary of the

county magistrate, but it's not for nothing. When she arrives at the

hospital, she grabs the handle of the other party and illegally detains

her one by one. It's reasonable to ignore her. She's scared to death.

"That's good. You really want money. At this time, I can't forget your

consultation fee. " Tang Jingjing said to Zhang Fan with a smile.

"I deserve it, eh! I won't come to this hospital again in the future. The

old Chang of surgery really did a lot of harm. What happened originally?

Explain it well. Everything disappeared. As a result, he couldn't end it.

Thank you very much today. "

"What do you want to thank me for? The people who want to thank are already

waiting for you in the office. The leader is worried about your injury.

Let me bring you back first regardless of the situation. Now the patient

is fine and the operation is successful. Then there's no problem. How do

you want to relieve your anger? I'll report it to the leader. " Tang

Jingjing said narrowly. She also explored Zhang Fan's tone and looked at

his attitude.

"Hehe, you have to thank me. I have to trouble you in the morning. In fact,

I'm not very angry. The president and director of this hospital are too

incompetent. When something happens, they don't want to solve it. One is

motivated and the other shirks responsibility."

"Hehe, it seems that you're not good now. You've started to walk around

and made a lot of money." If Zhang Fan didn't want to investigate, she

knew what to do.

"It's all hard money, alas!"

"Don't worry, I won't borrow money from you."

In the talking room, I came to the county government building. After

entering the office, Kang Hua saw Zhang Fan and said, "I'm fine. Xiao Tang



called me and said you're fine. I'm not in a hurry. It's too inconvenient

for me to go, otherwise I'll go the first time."

After Kang Hua was promoted, she understood the importance of Li Xiao more

and more. And she also knows that Li Xiao attaches great importance to

Zhang Fan, not giving the car. According to Wang Qian, he gave Zhang Fan

a house half sold and half given.

"Thank you, leader. I really bothered you in the morning." Since Kang Hua's

promotion, Zhang Fan has never contacted her again. He is a little rusty.

If the patient's family were not too unreasonable today, he didn't intend

to trouble others.

"You're welcome. How's president Li recovering recently? Next time I go

downtown, please make an appointment with President Li and I'll invite

you to dinner." I can't help in vain. I changed hands and sent a small

request to Zhang Fan.

"Oh, President Li is recovering very well. I'll ask her when I go back.

If I have time, I'll contact Director Tang." Zhang Fan is a little

embarrassed.

"Well, actually, I'm not in a hurry, but we can get together sometime.

We haven't had dinner together for a long time. Is the municipal hospital

busy? It seems that our Doctor Zhang has become an expert and has begun

to walk around. "

"Hehe, it's too far here. The directors don't want to come."

"It's amazing to be invited for surgery. This is the recognition of your

peers! I haven't eaten yet. Let Xiao Tang take you to dinner, then rest

and go back after a while. I don't agree with fatigue driving. " Although

Kang Hua said intimacy, she always had a sense of distance.

"OK, I'll go first. Thank you for your leadership." After Zhang Fan thanked

again, he went out to Tang Jingjing's office.

"Let's go and have dinner. The canteen here is still good."



"Wait a minute. I'll have a rest." Zhang Fan plans to take the money and

go back. He just asked for leave all morning. Now his mobile phone is dead.

He is in a hurry to go back.

"Ah! Afraid of you, have some tea first. Don't worry, they will send you

the money later. I won't delay your meal. "

When Tang Jingjing said this, Zhang Fan was embarrassed to stay, so he

went to dinner with Tang Jingjing. As soon as they arrived at the canteen,

the president of the county hospital and the cousin of the patient came

after them“ Director Zhang, look at the trouble today. Lao Chang is really

not a thing. You must bear more. " Then he handed Zhang Fan an envelope.

Zhang Fan touched it, more than a thousand. There is no standard for

consultation fees, and the state has not specified how much. It's not

against the law to charge this fee. Zhang fan installed it directly.

"Any situation of the patient can call me. I will be responsible for the

operation." Zhang Fan didn't pay any attention to them. He was worried

about the unit this time.

"Look, director Tang." The sick cousin is looking forward to Tang Jingjing,

pathetic.

"Doctor Zhang is kind-hearted and unwilling to investigate, otherwise an

illegal detention will not escape. The leaders also attach great

importance to it, but your attitude is good. Forget it this time. The leader

also agreed to let you go, depending on your future performance. " Kang

Hua has already told Tang Jingjing about this matter. If Zhang Fan is at

fault, she will try her best to negotiate and adjust it in private.

Now it's not Zhang Fan's fault. It's necessary to knock the director. Knock

him and let him go. His prestige is built a little bit.

After receiving the money, Zhang Fan didn't eat. He said goodbye to Tang

Jingjing and asked her to tell Kang Hua. He didn't say hello in person.

In the municipal hospital, it's afternoon. Zhang Fan hasn't come to work

yet, and the phone can't get through. Wang Yanan wondered, "this guy hasn't

asked for leave since he entered the hospital. Was it yesterday that he



confessed that he was rejected?" The more you think about it, the more

wrong it is. You call Shaohua in a hurry.

"Did Zhang Fan confess to you yesterday?"

"No, what's the matter?" Shao Warner asked stiffly that Wang Yanan should

not care about this matter.

"It seems that he was rejected by you. Zhang Fan didn't come to work all

day today. It hasn't happened since he entered the hospital. He won't miss

it. " Although Wang Yanan said that the wind is rain, he really cares about

Zhang Fan.

Shao Hua's character is much calmer than Wang Yanan's, and she hasn't

figured out how to deal with her relationship with Zhang Fan. She can't

say whether to refuse or not. "It shouldn't be. Is he ill? Did you call?"

"Yes, I can't get through! I'll see where he lives. If I don't show up

before work, I'll call the police. "

"Well! I'm here, too. " Shao Hua's cold sweat came down. Wang Yanan is

too exaggerated. She has to go and have a look. Even if she is a friend,

she should go and have a look“ Why is this man so unreliable! " She thought

to herself that she still had a good feeling.

Although Zhang Fan got up at three in the morning, he was not too tired.

He had no problem driving. Just drive slowly. Hurry back to the hospital

before work. Just watch Wang Yanan, Shao Hua and Li Liang take a taxi on

the roadside.

"Where are you going? What happened? "

"How are you! The phone couldn't get through all day and no one could be

found. We thought you were missing. Now we're going to report to the police

station! " Wang Yanan blames Zhang Fan like a submachine gun.

"Do you never turn on your cell phone when you go out?" Shao Hua was also

a little angry. He was not nervous. Wang Yanan was a little worried.



Li Liang opened his mouth and didn't speak again. Zhang Fan was not moved.

He had been alone in tea vegetable city for two years, and finally someone

cared about him. "I went to chark for surgery and went there in the middle

of the night. As a result, something happened and my mobile phone ran out

of power. I'm really sorry. "

"Earn extra money again! White makes us worry about you! " Wang Yanan was

angry, mainly because Zhang Fan didn't take her for surgery. And worried

all day.

"Do you want something to happen to him or not! It's all right. I'll go

back. " Shaohua smiled and said to Wang Yanan. Zhang Fan is fine, and she

can't help but breathe a sigh of relief when she goes to work.

"Don't worry! Don't worry, it's all here, and it's time for dinner. Go

back after eating. I haven't eaten all day. " Zhang Fan began to sell

miserably.

"Let's go. He must have made a lot of money today. Go to have a big meal.

Today, Vientiane exchange has seafood buffet. " Wang Yanan is worried and

angry.

"I won't go. The medical record hasn't been written yet." Seeing that the

situation is wrong, Li Liang is ready to flash.

"Don't go. Go all the way. If you don't eat his meal, can you say it in

the past?" Wang Yanan grabbed Li Liang.

"Just eat something nearby. He hasn't eaten for a day." Shao Hua said.

"Yo Yo! Before he finished, Wang Yanan was covered by Shaohua. Zhang Fan

has a good eye, Shao Hua is naturally kind and has a good tutor.

In order to calm Zhang Fan's anger or calm the anger of county magistrate

x, the president of the hospital directly put 5000 in Zhang Fan's envelope!

The patient's cousin had also prepared 5000, but it was inconvenient to

take it out in the unit canteen. Moreover, seeing that Zhang Fan had no

great resentment, he was not willing to take it out.



Vientiane exchange, a high-end consumption place in tea and vegetable City,

is a large shopping mall integrating eating, drinking and fun. There is

a seafood buffet, which is very expensive. One person is 260.

Wang Yanan's calculation is good. After a thousand, we should eat Zhang

Fan's extra fast today, otherwise we will worry about it in vain. The price

of Vientiane exchange is really not cheap. Shao Hua doesn't want to go.

It sounds good to be a friend. It doesn't sound good to just know.

Wang Yanan held her back and whispered to her, "if you're going to refuse

him, you'll go today. If you haven't thought about it, don't go. Besides,

although he just went to work, he has a lot of income. Have you seen his

car? There are few cars in tea market. Bayi! If you don't eat, you won't

eat. "

Wang Yanan won't let him go, and Shaohua can't help it. Zhang Fan really

wants to invite them to dinner. Without saying anything else, he's worried

about being anxious. He won't lose any money after spending the five

thousand today.

Girls can't even eat spare parts. Two desserts and a sashimi are sent away.

The main force still depends on Zhang Fan and Li Liang. The little fat

man eats a lot, and Zhang Fan is not bad. For two hours, there was no delay.

At the end of the meal, Shaohua was surprised: "it seems that he is very

hungry!"

"Brother, which county did you go to? What happened? It took a day." Li

Liang asked while eating. The two girls also looked up. They were busy

and angry in front, but they forgot to ask.

"Ah! It's hard to say. " Zhang Fan said something about today, but Tang

Jingjing and Kang Hua were omitted. There's no need to say. Everything

has been solved.

"Next time there is an operation, take me or ~ ~" Wang Yanan threatened

with a small fist.

"Are you okay?" Li Liang watched Zhang Fan from top to bottom.



"OK, look." Speaking, Zhang Fan looked at Shaohua.

"Haven't you rested since 3 a.m.?" Shaohua asked.

"Not very tired!" Zhang Fan's heart is as sweet as honey.

After dinner, Wang Yanan took the little fat Li Liang and took a taxi,

creating an opportunity for Zhang Fan to send Shaohua alone. Zhang Fan

looked at his watch and said to Shaohua, "it's still early. Why don't we

just turn around?"

"Go and have a rest first. You've been tired all day."

"It's all right. I went to bed early yesterday. I'm not tired." Zhang Fan

doesn't want to miss the opportunity to get along alone.
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